Инструкция по выполнению работы

Диагностическая работа по английскому языку состоит из трех частей, включающих в себя 15 заданий.
На выполнение всей работы отводится 45 минут.

Часть 1 состоит из 5 заданий (1-5). Ответами к заданиям 1-5 является цифра. 
Эту цифру запишите в бланк ответов № 1 напротив номера соответствующего вопроса.
Образец заполнения

Часть 2 состоит из 5 заданий (6-10). Ответами к заданиям 6-10 является слово без артикля или два слова.
Сочетания слов записывайте без пробелов, запятых и других символов.
Ответ на задания 6-10 запишите в бланк ответов № 1 напротив номера соответствующего вопроса.

Часть 3 состоит из 5 заданий (11-15). Ответами к заданиям 11-15 является цифра или последовательность цифр.
Ответ запишите в бланк ответов № 1. Если ответом являются номера двух текстов, то их нужно написать подряд, без пробелов и без знаков препинания.

В случае записи неверного ответа на задания напишите новый ответ в нижней части бланка ответов № 1 «Замена ошибочных ответов на задания с ответом в краткой форме»: сначала запишите номер задания, а затем правильный ответ.
A Visit to Scotland

electric motor* - мотор

My granny and grandpa live in Scotland. The capital of Scotland is Edinburgh, but my granny and grandpa don't live there. They live in a small village near a lake. The name of the lake is Loch Ness. There is a legend that a very big animal lives in the lake. They call this monster Nessie.

Last summer my mother and I went to Scotland. My Granny’s house was very nice. The lake was near the house. I could see it from the window.

"Where is Grandpa?" I asked. "He is fishing", said Granny. "He will be at home in the evening."

Night came, but Grandpa didn't come home. I went to bed, but I couldn't sleep. I thought about Grandpa and the big monster in the lake. I looked out of the window. The moon was shining in the sky, and I could see the lake. There was something big in the water. It was swimming. I thought it was a monster!

"Mum! Granny! There's a monster!" I cried. I was scared.

Luckily, it was not a monster. It was my grandpa in his boat! The motor* of his boat didn't work well, so he was late. I was happy to see grandpa. We all drank tea in the kitchen and he laughed when I told him about the monster.

1 Where do the boy’s granny and grandpa live?

1. In Edinburgh
2. On the farm.
3. In a small village.

2 In this story Nessie…

1. is the name of the lake.
2. is the name of a monster.
3. is the name of the boy’s granny.

3 What was the boy’s grandpa doing when he and his Mum arrived?

1. He was fishing.
2. He was swimming in the lake.
3. He was drinking tea.
4 Why did the boy cry for his Mum?

1. Because his grandpa didn’t come home in the evening.
2. Because he thought he saw a monster.
3. Because he couldn’t sleep.

5 Choose what is NOT true

1. The boy’s grandpa was late because of the monster.
2. The boy didn’t see a monster that night.
3. The boy’s grandpa had problems with his boat.

6. Go straight ahead along the park. Cross Queen Avenue and keep walking. Go past the public library and the cafe. The bank is next to the cafe on your right.

What is building 1? _______________________

7. Go straight ahead. Take the first turning on the left. Walk about 100 meters and cross Lane Street. On the corner you will see a pet shop. The art gallery is the next building on your left.

What is building 2? _______________________

8. Go straight ahead. Take the first turning on the left. Walk for 100 meters and turn right. Walk along Lane Street. The bakery is opposite the theatre, between the hotel and the music shop.

What is building 3? _______________________

Часть 2. Изучи карту-схему города. Прочитай описания маршрутов (6 – 10), по описаниям определи и напиши названия зданий 1-5 (без артикля). Все маршруты начинаются от точки, отмеченной фразой “You are here”. Не забудь перенести ответы в бланк ответов.
9. Go straight ahead till you come to Queen Avenue. Cross Queen Avenue and turn left. Go past the car park and the cinema. The phone box is in front of you, just across the road.

What is building 4? ____________________________

10. Go straight ahead. Take the first turning on the left. Keep walking till you come to Lane Street. Cross Lane Street and turn left again. Go past the Italian restaurant and the book store. The vet is between the book store and public toilets.

What is building 5? ____________________________

Часть 3. Прочитай утверждения 11-15 и четыре текста 1-4. Определи, в каких текстах содержится данная в утверждении информация. Напиши номер этого текста. Некоторым утверждениям может соответствовать несколько текстов. В этом случае напиши все номера соответствующих текстов. Перенеси ответы в бланк.

11. These animals can be tasty for people. ____________
12. These animals are very quick. ________________
13. These animals are very beautiful. ______________
14. These animals can change their colour. __________
15. These animals can have more than forty arms. __________

1 Starfish are one of the most beautiful animals in our seas. However, starfish are slow and not very clever. They usually have five arms, but there are starfish that have as many as 44 arms. If a starfish loses an arm, it can grow it again. People don’t cook or eat starfish.

2 The octopus lives in tropical ocean waters. The octopus has eight arms. It has a soft body and is very clever. It can change colour very quickly, so its enemies can’t see it. It has no skeleton so it is very easy to hide for him. You can eat ‘octopus in ink’ but it can make your teeth black!

3 Jellyfish are also very beautiful but not intelligent. Some of them are dangerous. A jellyfish looks like an umbrella with arms. Don’t touch jellyfish! It can sting you! Jellyfish are not good to eat.

4 The squid does not have a shell, but it has ten ‘arms’ or tentacles. Squids grow to a very large size. In 1954 people found a nine meter long squid in Norway. The squid is very smart and swims very fast. People cook different dishes from squid.